Any two Z-related set-classes will map onto one another under 1) TnM or TnMI, or 2) TnM or TnMI in tandem with Morris's alpha operations, or 3) maximally alpha-like operations, the original contribution of the present paper. This brief -research notes‖ paper explores the theoretical formulation and analytical application of maximally alpha-like operations.
use. (5) This is evident in Example 2, where scs in Z-pairs that do not relate by T n or T n I do relate by T n M or T n MI. To this end, Morris develops a number of operations designed to erase the Z-relation. The most often cited of these operations is alpha (α), whose mappings are α1 = (01) (23) (45) (67) (89) (AB) or α2 = (12) (34) (56) (78) (9A) (B0). (6) For α1, Ian Quinn notes, -each pc in the even whole-tone collection gets transposed up a semitone, and each pc in the odd whole-tone collection down a semitone.‖ (7) For α2, each pc in the even whole-tone collection is transposed down a semitone, and each pc in the odd whole-tone collection is transposed up a semitone.
Applying α1 to a pcset X may yield quite different results than applying α2 to X. For instance, if X = {012478}, a member of 6-Z17[012478] , applying α1 to X yields {013569}, a member of sc 6-Z28[013569] . However, applying α2 to X yields {12378B}, another member of 6-Z17. The fact that 6-Z17 and 6-Z28 belong to the same category of Z-pairs (cf. Example 4) suggests that α may be of use in creating mappings for the Z-pairs in Examples 3 and 4.
[4] To test this hypothesis, Example 5 applies α to the scs in hexachords-no more than six ics of -work‖ are required to -move between‖ them. (9) As a result, maximally α-like operations will come as close as possible to six ics of work in relating hexachords. Ideally, a maximally α-like operation will contain 5 ic 1s, but we shall see that certain cases permit only 4 or even 3 ic 1s. The following sections explore maximally α-like operations in detail.
[6] Let us return to Example 1. There, X = {02458B} and Y = {13679A}. The maximally α-like operation 28 ↔ 49.1 = (01) (23) (47) (56) (89) (AB) maps X onto Y and vice versa. The label -28 ↔ 49.1‖ indicates that this operation maps the 6-Z28 member X onto the 6-Z49 member Y and vice versa. -.1‖ indicates that this is the first of two operations that will map X onto Y and vice versa. 28 ↔ 49.1 is maximally α-like because its cycles contain five ic 1s- (01), (23), (56), (89), (AB)-and one ic 3-(47) . Underlines indicate the non-ic 1 cycles. [10] Having defined maximally α-like operations for 6-Z28/6-Z49, I now proceed to the Z-pair 6-Z17/6-Z43. (Forte 1990, 249) [11] I now define the single maximally α-like operation for the Z-pair 6-Z12/6-Z41. Example 10 provides a musical context for the discussion, reproducing a passage that Allen Forte discusses in detail.
(10) Forte observes two transformational relations among the chords in Example 10: first, that chord 3 is T 9 of chord 1, and second, that chord 3 is T 5 I of the literal complement of chord 2. The following operation formalizes Forte's second observation:
12 ↔ 41 = (03) (12) (45) (67) (8B) (9A) (4 ic 1s, 2 ic 3s).
Chord 2 is the 6-Z41 member {04567A} and chord 3 is the 6-Z12 member {234689}. 12 ↔ 41 maps {234689} onto its literal complement {0157AB} and vice versa. The arrows at the bottom of Example 10 indicate the T 9
relation from chord 1 to chord 3, and the T 5 I/12 ↔ 41 relations between chords 2 and 3.
[12] Example 11 grounds the discussion of the final pair of Z-related/M-invariant hexachords, 6-Z23/6-Z45, with a second passage discussed by Forte.
The passage contains an opening chord X = {02359B} followed by T 2 of X's literal complement, the passage in Example 13 is isographic in bc-space to the passage in Example 1 in pc-space.
[15] Returning to traditional pc-space, maximally α-like operations bear a number of similarities to models of fuzzy T n and T n I. (14) For the latter models, the benchmarks are the traditional -crisp‖ T n and T n I operations, and offset (-degrees of divergence‖) is measured from those cycles. In like fashion, maximally α-like operations measure offset from α by specifying the number and -size‖ of non-ic 1 ics. (15) Appendix: Definitions DEF 1: Z-relation: Two pcsets or scs are Z-related if they share an ic vector but do not relate by T n and/or T n I.
The standard gauge of T n /T n I equivalence is assumed.
